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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a label system
and method for proper positioning of a label on a con-
tainer and for ensuring proper alignment of printed in-
formation on a label for subsequent reading.

2. Description of Related Art

[0002] Proper placement of a printed label on a con-
tainer is important for ensuring subsequent reading of
the information printed on the label. If not properly
placed, the printed information is not easily seen, or can-
not easily be scanned, by automated equipment.
[0003] Proper placement of the bar code information
on a specimen collection container is important to en-
sure proper scanning of the encoded information by var-
ious clinical equipment and analytical testing instrumen-
tation. If the bar code information is not properly posi-
tioned on the sample container, the scanner of the in-
strumentation may not be able to read the bar code, thus
requiring the operator to manually scan the bar code in-
formation, or manually enter the bar code information
into the instrumentation.
[0004] Prior art document EP-A-0 441 365 upon
which the preamble of independent claims 1 and 2 is
based discloses a method and device for placing two
labels on one object. The second label is positioned on
the object with the help of the first label which is being
detected by a sensor.
[0005] Accordingly, a need exists for a system which
is capable of properly aligning a label on a specimen
collection container. Further, a need exists for a system
capable of printing indicia on a label, such as bar code
information, in a standard position with respect to the
container for subsequent automated reading or scan-
ning.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] The present invention is a label system accord-
ing to claim 2 and method according to claim 1 for proper
alignment and placement of a label on a container.
[0007] The label system comprises a first label and a
second label. The first label is located on a container
and includes alignment symbology. The alignment sym-
bology may be in the form of a distinct shape, such as
a triangle or a diamond or in the form of a protrusion.
[0008] The second label includes an alignment area
corresponding to the alignment symbology of the first
label. The alignment area may be in the form of an open-
ing or a transparent portion.
[0009] The second label is positioned on the container
such that the alignment area of the second label is

aligned with the alignment symbology of the first label,
whereby the alignment symbology is detectable through
the alignment area of the second label to assure proper
alignment of the second label on the container.
[0010] Alternatively, the first label may include align-
ment symbology in the form of a protrusion whereby the
protrusion provides a means for detecting proper align-
ment both visually and through touch.
[0011] The method of the present invention for placing
a label on a container comprises the steps according to
claim 1.
[0012] An important attribute of the present invention
is that proper placement of identification indicia on a la-
bel, for example, the bar code, ensures proper reading
and scanning of the information by the scanners of the
various instrumentation. In addition, the present inven-
tion provides, standardized positioning of identification
indicia such as a bar code to insure efficiency and quality
in analysis.
[0013] A further attribute of the present invention, is
that an identification indicia is placed on a container, re-
gardless of the size and shape of the container, so that
the scanner of the instrumentation may be able to read
the bar code and eliminate manually scanning the bar
code information, or manually enter the bar code infor-
mation into the instrumentation.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014]

FIG. 1a illustrates a specimen container including a
first label having alignment symbology.

FIG. 1b illustrates a second label including an open-
ing corresponding to the alignment symbology of
first label of the specimen container of FIG 1a.

FIG. 1c illustrates a specimen container as in FIGS.
1a and 1b including the second label of FIG. 1b
properly aligned on the container.

FIGS. 2a, 2b, 2c and 2d illustrate alternative em-
bodiments of the label of the present invention.

FIG. 3 illustrates a flow chart according to a method
for aligned placement.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0015] Referring to the drawings in which like refer-
ence characters refer to likeparts throughout the several
views thereof, FIG. 1a illustrates a container 10 with an
alignment symbology 30 on an outer surface of contain-
er 10. Alignment symbology 30 is designed to aid in the
alignment of an identification label subsequently placed
over the container. The alignment symbology may be
any type of symbol capable of assisting in the proper
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positioning and alignment of a subsequently placed la-
bel. For example, the alignment symbology may be a
distinct shape in the form of a graphic or pictorial repre-
sentation, such as a triangle, rectangle, diamond, circle,
or the like, and mixtures thereof. Alternatively, the align-
ment symbology may be a protrusion which can be felt
with the finger.
[0016] As shown in FIG. 1, container 10 includes a
first label 20 affixed to the outer surface of the container
or label bearing area 15, with alignment symbology 30
printed on label 20. Label 20 may further contain addi-
tional encoded or printed information thereon. Such as
a bar code 25 and/or an alphanumeric indicia 23, either
or both of which may include information identifying the
specific type of the container, the manufacturer lot
number, the size and/or shape of the container and the
reagents included within the container.
[0017] As shown in FIG. 1b, an identification label 40
is provided for placement on container 10. Identification
label 40 may include encoded or printed information
thereon, such as a bar code 45 and/or an alphanumeric
indicia 43, either or both or which may represent an iden-
tification of the sample contained within the container,
information identifying the patient, what analyses are to
be conducted on the sample and sampling information
such as date and time of sampling.
[0018] Identification label 40 is provided as a second
label capable of being affixed over label 20. Identifica-
tion label 40 includes an alignment area 50 correspond-
ing to alignment symbology 30 of label 20. Alignment
area 50 may be an opening or notched cut-away of label
40. For example, as shown in FIG. 1b, alignment sym-
bology 30 is in the form of a v-shaped triangle and align-
ment area 50 is a v-shaped notch appearing on the edge
of label 40. Alternatively, alignment area 50 may be a
transparent portion having a shape designed to fit over
alignment symbology 30, such as transparent portion 51
as shown in FIG. 2d.
[0019] As shown in FIG. 1c, identification label 40 is
positioned on container 10 such that alignment area 50
of identification label 40 is aligned with alignment sym-
bology 30 of label 20, with alignment symbology 30 be-
ing detectable through alignment area 50, thereby as-
suring proper alignment of the identification label on
container 10.
[0020] It is within the purview of the present invention
that alignment symbology 30 and identification label 40
are contrasting colors, for example, alignment symbol-
ogy 30 is printed in black ink as a geometric shape, and
identification label 40 is a white label including alignment
area 50 therethrough. Therefore, the sharp contrast be-
tween the colors of the alignment symbology 30 and
alignment area 50 provides accurate assurance that
identification label 40 is properly aligned over container
10.
[0021] It is also within the purview of the present in-
vention that alignment symbology 30 includes a protru-
sion, such as a v-shaped bump and alignment area 50

of identification label 40 is in the form of a v-shaped
notch extending through identification label 40. There-
fore, the v-shaped notch is aligned with the v-shaped
bump of container 10 or container label 20 when iden-
tification label 40 is positioned over container label 20,
with the v-shape ensuring both vertical and horizontal
alignment of identification label 40 on container label 20.
Moreover, such a protrusion provides a means for de-
tecting proper alignment both visually and through touch
to assure proper placement of identification label 40
over container label 20.
[0022] As shown in FIG. 2a, container label 20 may
include a plurality of alignment. Areas 50a and 50b at
opposed label edges 41 and 42. Alignment areas 50a
and 50b are designed to cooperate with two separate
alignment symbologies appearing on container 10 and/
or container label 20.
[0023] It is within the purview of the present invention
that alignment symbology 30 can be any shape or form,
so long as alignment area 50 of identification label 40
properly corresponds to the shape and/or form of align-
ment symbology 30.
[0024] As shown in FIGS. 2b, 2c, and 2d, alignment
area 50 can be in the shape of a diamond, or a circle
which shapes would correspond to a similar shape
alignment symbology appearing on container label 20.
For ease of use, alignment symbology 30 and alignment
area 50 corresponding to shapes which are non-rota-
tionally symmetrical, such as a polygon, to assure prop-
er alignment in both a vertical and horizontal direction
and prevent identification label 40 from being improperly
skewed or canted.
[0025] The system and method for positionally locat-
ing indicia on a label for aligned placement of the indicia
at a predetermined position on a container which is not
in accordance with the invention is illustrated in FIG. 3.
[0026] As illustrated, an operator such as a phleboto-
mist is provided with a portable sampling kit including a
scanner, a microprocessor and a printer including a sup-
ply of labels for printing thereon. As depicted in 100 in
the box diagram of FIG. 3, container 10 in the form of a
blood collection tube is provided including bar code 25
including encoded information which identifies the con-
tainer type and defines the location of label bearing area
15 unique to that container type. The phlebotomist is
provided with a listing of patients requiring sampling.
Each patient is provided with a patient identification
bracelet, preferably including a bar code identification,
as is well known in the art. The phlebotomist scans the
identification information of the patient's bracelet with
the scanner provided on the portable sampling kit. The
microprocessor may provide confirmation to the phle-
botomist that the patient requires specific testing. The
phlebotomist then selects the appropriate container 10
for containing the sample requiring testing. As shown in
step 200 of FIG. 3, the phlebotomist then scans bar code
35 on container 10 with the scanner. The portable sam-
pling kit may provide the phlebotomist with confirmation
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that container 10 is appropriate for containing the sam-
ple requiring testing.
[0027] Bar code 35 includes encoded information
which identifies the container type and defines the loca-
tion of label bearing area 15 unique to that container
type. For example, as depicted in FIG 1a, container label
is positioned at label bearing area 15 of container 10 at
a predetermined distance h from the bottom of container
10. This predetermined distance h is determined ac-
cording to the container type including the size and
shape of container 10. The microprocessor of the sam-
pling kit processes the encoded information of bar code
35 identifying the container type with respect to the lo-
cation of label bearing area 15.
[0028] The microprocessor further identifies what in-
formation is required for printing on identification label
40 to be affixed to container 10. Identification label 40
is provided with information identifying the patient, the
type of sample, and what analyses are to be conducted
on the sample, as well as sampling information such as
date and time of sampling. Such information may be en-
coded as bar code 45, or may be in alphanumeric form,
such as alphanumeric indicia 43 or may be provided in
both bar code 45 and alphanumeric indicia 43.
[0029] After identifying the container type and the in-
formation to be provided on the label, the microproces-
sor processes this information to determine the exact
location for printing on identification label 40. For exam-
ple, the microprocessor may be preprogrammed to en-
sure printing of bar code information at a specific pre-
determined position on a container, regardless of the
size and shape of the container, so as to provide a stand-
ard position for such bar code information for all con-
tainers to effectuate subsequent reading, for example,
by an automated analytical instrument including a bar
code scanner. Thus, the microprocessor processes the
information previously scanned from container label 20
with respect to the size of identification label 40. The
microprocessor then determines the exact location for
printing of the identification information on identification
label 40 with respect to the predetermined standard po-
sition.
[0030] For example, with reference to FIGS. 1a and
1b, the microprocessor processes the scanned informa-
tion to determine that label bearing area 15 of container
10 is positioned distance h from the bottom of container
10. Further, the microprocessorrecognizes from its
memory that it is necessary to print bar code 45 on iden-
tification label 40 at a predetermined position with re-
spect to label bearing area 15 and container 10, accord-
ing to a standard position for the specific instrument to
conduct the testing. The microprocessor then deter-
mines the exact position for printing bar code 45 on iden-
tification label 40 according to the desired predeter-
mined position of bar code 45 with respect to label bear-
ing area 15, for example, distance g from a bottom edge
of identification label 40. The microprocessor then in-
structs the printer to print the identification information

in the form of bar code 45 on identification label 40 at a
position, for example distance g, defined by the prede-
termined desired location of bar code 45 with respect to
the container information scanned from container label
20, as depicted in step 400 of FIG. 3.
[0031] After bar code 45 is printed on identification la-
bel 40, the phlebotomist removes identification label 40
from the printer and affixes it to container 10 at label
bearing area 15, according to step 500 of FIG. 3. Con-
tainer 10 is provided with alignment symbology 30 and
identification label 40 is provided with opening 50 cor-
responding to alignment symbology 30. In this manner,
proper alignment and positioning of bar code 45 at a pre-
determined position with respect to the standard scan-
ning position and the size and shape of container 10 is
assured.

Claims

1. A method for proper alignment of a label on a con-
tainer comprising:

providing a container (10) having a first label
(20) positioned thereon, said first label includ-
ing alignment symbology (30);

characterised by

providing a second label (40) including an align-
ment area (50), said alignment area of said sec-
ond label corresponding to said alignment sym-
bology (30) of said first label;
positioning said second label on said container
with said alignment area of said second label
in alignment with said alignment symbology of
said first label such that said alignment symbol-
ogy is detectable through said alignment area,
thereby assuring proper alignment of said sec-
ond label on said container.

2. A label system for conducting the method of claim
1, comprising:

a first label (20) comprising alignment symbol-
ogy (30);

characterised by

a second label (40) comprising an alignment ar-
ea (50) corresponding to said alignment sym-
bology of said first label;

whereby said second label is positioned over said
first label whereby the alignment area of the second
label is aligned with the alignment symbology of the
first label.
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3. The label system of Claim 2, wherein said alignment
area is an opening in said second label.

4. The label system of Claim 2, wherein said alignment
symbology is a protrusion on said first label.

5. The label system of Claim 2, wherein said alignment
area is a transparent portion of said second label.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum korrekten Ausrichten eines Etiketts
auf einem Behälter, mit den folgenden Schritten:

Bereitstellen eines Behälters (10) mit einem
darauf positionierten ersten Etikett (20), wobei
das erste Etikett eine Ausrichtsymbolik (30)
aufweist;

gekennzeichnet durch

das Vorsehen eines zweiten, einen Ausrichtbe-
reich (50) aufweisenden Etiketts (40), wobei
der Ausrichtbereich des zweiten Etiketts der
Ausrichtsymbolik (30) des ersten Etiketts ent-
spricht;

das Positionieren des zweiten Etiketts an dem
Behälter, wobei der Ausrichtbereich des zwei-
ten Etiketts mit der Ausrichtsymbolik des ersten
Etiketts derart ausgerichtet ist, daß die Aus-
richtsymbolik durch den Ausrichtbereich er-
kennbar ist, wodurch eine korrekte Ausrichtung
des zweiten Etiketts auf dem Behälter gewähr-
leistet wird.

2. Etikettensystem zur Durchführung des Verfahrens
nach Anspruch 1, mit:

einem ersten Etikett (20) mit Ausrichtsymbolik
(30);

gekennzeichnet durch

ein zweites Etikett (40) mit einem Ausrichtbe-
reich (50), welcher der Ausrichtsymbolik des
ersten Etiketts entspricht;

wobei das zweite Etikett über dem ersten Etikett po-
sitioniert ist, so daß der Ausrichtbereich des zwei-
ten Etiketts mit der Ausrichtsymbolik des ersten Eti-
ketts ausgerichtet ist.

3. Etikettensystem nach Anspruch 2, bei dem der Aus-
richtbereich eine Öffnung in dem zweiten Etikett ist.

4. Etikettensystem nach Anspruch 2, bei dem die Aus-

richtsymbolik ein Vorsprung des ersten Etiketts ist.

5. Etikettensystem nach Anspruch 2, bei dem der Aus-
richtbereich ein transparenter Bereich des zweiten
Etiketts ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé d'alignement correct d'une étiquette sur un
récipient comprenant :

la mise à disposition d'un récipient (10) sur le-
quel une première étiquette (20) est position-
née, ladite première étiquette comportant un
symbole d'alignement (30) ;

caractérisé par:

la mise à disposition d'une seconde étiquette
(40) comportant une zone d'alignement (50),
ladite zone d'alignement de ladite seconde éti-
quette correspondant audit symbole d'aligne-
ment (30) de ladite première étiquette ;
le positionnement de ladite seconde étiquette
sur ledit récipient avec ladite zone d'alignement
de ladite seconde étiquette dans l'alignement
dudit symbole d'alignement de ladite première
étiquette, de telle sorte que ledit symbole d'ali-
gnement puisse être détecté à travers ladite zo-
ne d'alignement, assurant ainsi un alignement
correct de ladite seconde étiquette sur ledit ré-
cipient.

2. Ensemble formant étiquette destiné à la mise en
oeuvre du procédé selon la revendication 1,
comprenant :

une première étiquette (20) comprenant un
symbole d'alignement (30) ;

caractérisé par une seconde étiquette (40)
comprenant une zone d'alignement (50) correspon-
dant audit symbole d'alignement de ladite première
étiquette ;

ce par quoi ladite seconde étiquette est posi-
tionnée sur ladite première étiquette de telle sorte
que la zone d'alignement de la seconde étiquette
soit alignée avec le symbole d'alignement de la pre-
mière étiquette.

3. Ensemble formant étiquette selon la revendication
2, dans lequel ladite zone d'alignement est une
ouverture dans ladite seconde étiquette.

4. Ensemble formant étiquette selon la revendication
2, dans lequel ledit symbole d'alignement est une
saillie sur ladite première étiquette.
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5. Ensemble formant étiquette selon la revendication
2, dans lequel ladite zone d'alignement est une par-
tie transparente de ladite seconde étiquette.
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